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Computer-guided Technology
Laser In-Situ Keratomileusis

Advantages

Intralase makes Lasik surgery better by replacing the hand-held
microkeratome blade with a computer-guided laser and creates a
flap of precise size, shape and depth. This gives you the greater
assurance you need that Lasik eye surgery will be accurate, safe
and above all better results.
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Our center conducts regular seminars including free
screening for those who are interested to know more
about refractive surgery. During the talks, you will be
able to learn about the latest innovations and
technologies from experienced refractive surgeons,
who will be able to answer any questions that you
might have.
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For any enquiry

Call 2200 3240
Fax no.

2200 3448

Address

4/F East Wing, St. Teresa's Hospital,
327 Prince Edward Rd. West, Kln.

Website

http://www.stheye.hk
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LASIK
(Laser In-Situ Keratomileusis)
is the most commonly performed refractive surgery procedure.
Both nearsighted and farsighted people can benefit from the
LASIK procedure. With nearsighted people, the goal is to flatten
the too-steep cornea; with farsighted people, a steeper cornea is
desired. Also, excimer lasers can correct astigmatism, by
smoothing an irregular cornea into a more normal shape.

LASIK Surgery

The advantages of Intralase:
• Less flap-related complications
• Further enhancement is possible
• More residual corneal thickness
• More suitable for those with
thinner cornea
• More accurate
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Step One
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Step Two
Intralase Assisted Lasik

There are two steps to bladeless Lasik Surgery
In Step One, the intralase femtosecond laser uses an
infrared beam of light to create the flap from below the surface
of the cornea, using an inside-out process. The process from
start to finish takes approximately 45 seconds.
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In Step Two, the flap is then lifted to allow for the excimer
laser treatment. When completed, the flap is accurately
repositioned, thanks to its nice and perfect edge.
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The Intralase femtosecond laser is the first bladeless laser
technology for performing the critical first step of the Lasik
procedure and the most accurate technology for corneal flap
creation available today. Intralase can help doctors create
consistently better quality flap dimension and more predictable
refractive outcomes with minimal flap complication created by
mechanical microkeratomes.
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